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ABSTRACT too expensive to be employed 10 practical service

Accurate load sensing is increasingly important in

performing various tasks that involve contact with the

environment. Most research has been focused on

improving the hardware of a force!torque sensor. Torque

sensors for a manipulator suffer from crosstalk, which

cannot be compensated even through calibration. Thus,

they require precise machining and a complicated

structure to minimize crosstalk, which often results in

increasing cost. This research proposes a novel

calibration method. First, the compliance matrix of the

torque sensor is obtained from sampling data, and then

the location and scale of the actual sensing frame, in

which crosstalk-free load sensing occurs, can be

estimated. Using the proposed calibration method, the

external load acting on the end-effector can be sensed

accurately even with relatively low-quality torque

sensors. Experimental results show that the

measurement accuracy was significantly improved

through the proposed calibration method

MOTIVATlON / IDEA

Various methods have been used to measure the

external load applied to the robot arm. For example,

six-axis force/torque sensors or joint torque sensors are

popular among them [1-3]. However, since their

structure is very complicated for accurate sensing, it is

robots.

To cope with this problem, in the previous research,

the calibration method that can reduce the crosstalk

error using virtual load was suggested [4]. However,

even this method cannot satisfactorily eliminate the

crosstalk error.

In this research, a new calibration method based on

the actual sensing axis is proposed. In this calibration

method, the compliance matrix of the nominal sensing

axis is obtained from the sampling data, and then the

location and scale of an actual sensing axis in which the

load without crosstalk can be measured, are estimated.

Finally, the accurate external load without crosstalk can

be measured.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The

concept of crosstalk related to a joint torque sensor is

presented in first section. The proposed calibration

method using the actual sensing axis is detailed in

second section. Experimental verification of the

proposed scheme is discussed in third section. Finally,

fourth section presents conclusions and future work.

CROSSTALK PHENOMENON

When a specified force (or torque) applied to the

object is to be measured using a strain gauge, other

forces (or torques) acting on that object affect the sensor
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output as well. This sensor response to the unwanted

load is called crosstalk. Crosstalk has an adverse effect

on the accuracy of a force/torque sensor. The amount of

crosstalk can be described by

(I)

this ideal case, the y-axIs component of the applied

force, Foom,y, does not affect sensing of the target force,

which results in no crosstalk. In actual implementation,

however, the actual force sensor is inevitably affected

by crosstalk from Foom,)" Therefore, the force sensor

output z can be described by the linear combination of

the target force, Foom,,, and the unwanted force, Foom•v, as

where z is the sensor output, F, is the target force to be follows:

measured, Fu is the unwanted force, and C, and Cu are

PROPOSED CALlBRA nON METHOD

where C1 and C2 are the scale factors associated with the

force components in the x and y axes. When the scale

(3)z = r F cos( () - a) = r Fact

Crosstalk of a torque sensor discussed in the previous

section cannot be compensated by means of the general

calibration methods. The novel calibration method

where Fact denotes the actual force sensed by the force

sensor. In Figure. I , the x'-axis in the actual sensing

frame is rotated a in the counterclockwise sense from

the x-axis in the nominal sensing frame. Note that the

sensor output z is the proportional to the force

component, Fact> in this x'-axis without crosstalk from

other forces.

Eq. (2) becomes

Figure.1 Actual and nominal sensing frames

the scale factors associated with F, and Fu, respectively.

Only in the ideal case where the sensor does not respond

to Fu (i.e., no crosstalk) or Fu = 0, the target force F, can

be obtained accurately from the sensor output z. in (I).

Force/torque sensor crosstalk is caused mainly by the

error involved in either inaccurate strain gauge bonding

or imprecise machining of the surface to which a strain

gauge is attached [4]. In other words, the nominal

sensing frame in which the sensor is supposed to

generate the force (or torque) components is not

consistent with the actual sensing frame in which the

sensor actually generates the force (or torque)

components. To understand this situation, consider an

example of a force sensor below.

I y4Y I F
~\ ~"F' , Actual sensing frame

noP'\.Y: /
\ ..' '. /~' /yX'
\ : ," ~'

" ,----let Nominal sensing frame' L •
Foom.x x

compensating this crosstalk is proposed in this section.

Suppose the external force F is applied to the object

in which a force sensor is installed. If the force sensor

would be correctly installed, the target force Foom" could

be accurately measured from the force sensor output. In

Calculation of compliance matrix

Consider a six-link serial manipulator with 6 revolute

joints shown in Figure. 2. Assume that each link frame
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(9)

where J' is the Jacobian matrix written 10 the actual

sensing frame, T: is the torque vector in the actual

sensing frame of each joint.

Since the actual sensing frame does not coincide with

the nominal sensing frame, the Jacobian matrix written

in the actual sensing frame is needed to estimate the

external force from the torques measured in the actual

sensing frame. The Jacobian matrix in the actual sensing

frame can be obtained by using the homogeneous

transform matrix i'T, of the nominal sensing frame

relative to the actual sensing frame and the Paul

algorithm [5].

where J is the manipulator Jacobian matrix written in

the nominal sensing frame. However, because of

crosstalk, joint torque Tcannot be measured from sensor

output Zi' The external load applied to the end-effector

can be calculated as follows:

(6)

Nominal sensing frame {i}
; X ." ~Link£ tYE

Xli
A

"T,~{ it} ZE

Yg..'z,'" ,. T:I, ir ri:;
1; I Actual sensing frame {iy

'" Zo Xo Theo(etical load L, External load Lt

Figure.2 Free body diagrams for a serial manipulator

is assigned at the proximal joint of each link and torque

sensor i (i = 1, ... ,6) is installed at each joint i. Suppose

the external load L[ is applied to the endpoint E.

where Ix" hi, /Z;, Txi, ;oi, and T:i are the force and torque

components of the theoretical load vector at the nominal

sensing frame. The relationship between the theoretical

load L, and the sensor output Zi of torque sensor i can be

The theoretical load vector associated with joint torque

sensor i can be described by

described by

where C, = [Cjxi, Cjxi, CfT/> Crxi, Crxi, Cm] is the

compliance matrix associated with the theoretical load

at the nominal sensing frame {i}. The vector C, can be

obtained in a least-square method.

In general, if each joint torque at the nominal sensing

frame is known, the external load of the end-effector

can be given by

Zi =C; ·L;

( T)-lLE = JJ J'T

(7)

(8)

Geometric relationship between actual and nominal

sensing frame

As mentioned in first section, crosstalk is included in

the sensor output Zi of joint torque sensor i, which is

measured at the nominal sensing frame. Such a crosstalk

can be compensated by estimating the geometric

relationship between the actual and the nominal sensing

frames. The method for estimating the geometric

relationship is detailed below.

As discussed in Figure. 1, the measurement at the

actual sensing frame does not have any crosstalk. Then

the relationship between the internal force and torque at
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the actual sensing frame and the sensor output can be

written by
(II)

(10)
i'Ri = Rot(y, ay ) Rot(x, ax)

I ,
( 12)

where Ii is the scale factor and 'f::;. is the z-axis torque

written in the actual sensing frame.

Since only z-axis torque is sensed by each torque sensor,

the z-axis translation and z-axis rotation of the actual

sensing frame relative to the nominal one does not affect

the sensor output. Therefore, the geometric relationship

between the actual and the nominal sensing frames

requires description of only 4 parameters which

represent the translation and rotation about the x-axis

andy-axis.

The sensed torque t;,;, in the actual sensing frame and the

theoretical load U; r;f in the nominal sensing frame can

be described by

From (7), (10), and (13), the scale factor and four

parameters can be expressed in terms of the components

of the compliance matrix as follows:

( 14)

( 15)ax =atan2(C .,Cr )
, ~}"!I

[:,' Nominal sensing frame {i}
y,' /

Theoretical load Lj j, ~)'-.._~

Z,'

Figure.3 Geometric relationship between actual and

nominal sensing frames

Figure.3 illustrates the pose (i.e., position and

orientation) of the nominal sensing frame {i} relative to

the actual sensing frame {i'}. The four parameters lxi, Iyi,

lXx;, and elYi are used to describe this relationship, as

shown in Figure.4. Therefore, the homogeneous

transform matrix i'Ti and the rotation matrix i'Ri of the

nominal sensing frame relative to the actual sensing

frame can be obtained by

Ix =J..JCf. cosax. -Cf. sin ax. ) (17)., Yi ~ Y' I ZI I

Iy = -~(Cf. cosay. +Cf . sin ax cosay.
I Yi XI , Y' I , (18)

+ Cf:; cosaXi sin ayi)

Therefore, the torque without crosstalk in the actual

sensing frame can be obtained from (10) and (14).

Furthermore, substituting of the four parameters given

by (15)-( 18) into (II) yields the homogeneous transform

matrix between the two frames.
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Overall calibration process

In this research, a novel calibration method IS

end-effector are compared with those obtained from the

proposed calibration method.

(measurement process) is the real-time process for

FigureA Calibration method using actual sensing frame

eight (500g)

Experimental Results

In this experiment, 400 sample data were collected

for vanous configurations of the manipulator.

Substituting these sample data into least-square method

yields the compliance matrix, as shown in Table.l.

Figure.5 Strain gauges in the 6-DOF manipulator

Measurement process
Sensor signal z

Calibration process
Sample data

Calculate scale & pose
of actual sensing

frame.

sensing of the external load, and the transparent box

(calibration process) is for the calibration. Each box was

already detailed in the previous sections.

proposed to eliminate the error due to crosstalk.

Figure.7 shows that the overall procedure of the

proposed calibration scheme. The shaded box

EXPERIME TS USI G

METHOD

OVEL CALIBRA TIO
Table.1 Compliance matrix of nominal sensing frame

Experimental setup

To verify the validity of the proposed calibration

method, the 6-DOF manipulator was constructed, as

shown in Figure.8. This manipulator has a payload of

1kg. The strain gauges were properly bonded to each

sensing frame to measure the torque. Each joint axis of

the manipulator was considered as a nominal sensing

axis. Additional two torque sensors were installed to

measure more accurate external force. To verify the

accuracy of the proposed calibration method, the data

measured from the commercial 6-axis force/torque

sensor (Mini45 model of ATI) installed at the

Sensor No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Crosstalk (%) 14 178 4 12 3 273 25 7

The crosstalk error of each sensor can be calculated

from these elements of the compliance matrix. Since the

z-axis torque of each sensor should be measured, the

crosstalk ratio can be defined by the ratio of C" to other

elements (CI" Cfy, ... ClY) of the compliance matrix. In

case of sensor 5, the crosstalk ratio of 3% affects the

sensor output. However, the crosstalk ratio of sensor 6

reaches about 273%. Using the compliance matrix of

each sensor, the calibration process is conducted.

To analyze the accuracy of the proposed calibration

method, the external force was applied to the
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end-effector of the manipulator in the x, y and z

directions. In each case, the external force was gradually

increased to as high as 5N and then decreased to zero.

Figure.9 shows the comparison of the external forces

measured by the proposed calibration method with those

by the 6-axis Fff sensor. In all directions, the force

outputs obtained by the proposed method are in good

agreement with those measured by the Fff sensor.

20 25
Time (s)

Figure.6 Force measured by commercial 6-axis F/T

2) Since the location of the actual sensing frame can be

computed by the proposed calibration scheme, rather

inaccurate installation of the torque sensor is tolerable

when it is installed at the manipulator.

3) The proposed calibration scheme can be conducted

by means of a simple known weight without any

additional device.
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sensor.

I) When the proposed calibration method is applied to

the sensor which includes considerable crosstalk,

reliable measurement can be achieved by the

calibration method.

The experiments were conducted by extending the

external force in the range of a to 5N in arbitrary

directions. The RMS of the sensing error of the

proposed calibration method, which is computed over

the entire sensing range, is 0.243N. Since the RMS of

the error is below 5% of the full sensing range, the

performance of the proposed calibration method can be

verified to be similar to the 6-axis commercial FIT

sensor and proposed calibration method

In this research, a novel calibration method was

proposed to cope with torque sensor crosstalk. From the

analysis and experiments, the following conclusions

were drawn:

CONCLUSIONS


